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This work addresses key topics which should be of interest to the academic and non-academic reader, such as the
national level electoral politics, economic growth, the Philippine Chinese, law and order, opposition, the Left, and local
and ethnic politics.
What are the most widely spoken non-English languages in the USA? How did they reach the USA? Who speaks them,
to whom, and for what purposes? What changes do these languages undergo as they come into contact with English?
This book investigates the linguistic diversity of the USA by profiling the twelve most commonly used languages other
than English. Each chapter paints a portrait of the history, current demographics, community characteristics, economic
status, and language maintenance of each language group, and looks ahead to the future of each language. The book
challenges myths about the 'official' language of the USA, explores the degree to which today's immigrants are learning
English and assimilating into the mainstream, and discusses the relationship between linguistic diversity and national
unity. Written in a coherent and structured style, Language Diversity in the USA is essential reading for advanced
students and researchers in sociolinguistics, bilingualism, and education.
This impressive array of essays considers the contingent and shifting meanings of gender and the body in contemporary
Southeast Asia. By analyzing femininity and masculinity as fluid processes rather than social or biological givens, the
authors provide new ways of understanding how gender intersects with local, national, and transnational forms of
knowledge and power. Contributors cut across disciplinary boundaries and draw on fresh fieldwork and textual analysis,
including newspaper accounts, radio reports, and feminist writing. Their subjects range widely: the writings of feminist
Filipinas; Thai stories of widow ghosts; eye-witness accounts of a beheading; narratives of bewitching genitals,
recalcitrant husbands, and market women as femmes fatales. Geographically, the essays cover Singapore, Indonesia,
Malaysia, Thailand, and the Philippines. The essays bring to this region the theoretical insights of gender theory, political
economy, and cultural studies. Gender and other forms of inequality and difference emerge as changing systems of
symbols and meanings. Bodies are explored as sites of political, economic, and cultural transformation. The issues
raised in these pages make important connections between behavior, bodies, domination, and resistance in this dynamic
and vibrant region.
A compilation of film articles by Johven Velasco and his contribution as a film director, educator and writer in the film industry in
the Philippines .
In this incisive and polemical book, E. San Juan, Jr., the leading authority on Philippines-U.S. literary studies, goes beyond
fashionable postcolonial theory to bring to our attention the complex history of Philippines-U.S. literary interactions. In sharp
contrast to other works on the subject, the author presents Filipino literary production within the context of a long and sustained
tradition of anti-imperialist insurgency, and foregrounds the strong presence of oppositional writing in the Philippines. After
establishing the historical context of U.S. intervention and Filipino resistance, San Juan examines the work of two very significant
writers. The first, Carlos Bulosan, a journalist and union activist, became in the author's words a "tribune" of the people. Bulosan's
writings which combine critique and prophecy do not allow us to forget the atrocities inflicted on the Filipino people. The other,
José Garcia Villa, lapsed into premature obscurity on account of the complexity of his writings about the Filipino predicament.
Read through San Juan's eyes, these writers are revealed as multifaceted thinkers and activists, not stereotypical ethnic artists.
San Juan goes beyond literary studies and contemporary debates about nationalism and politics to point the way to a new
direction in radical transformative writing. He uncovers hidden agendas in many previous accounts of U.S.-Philippine relations,
and this book exemplifies how best to combine activist scholarship with historically grounded cultural commentary. Author note:E.
San Juan, Jr.is Fellow of the Center for the Humanities and Visiting Professor of English, Wesleyan University, and Director of the
Philippines Cultural Studies Center. He was recently chair of the Department of Comparative American Cultures, Washington
University, and Professor of Ethnic Studies at Bowling Green State University, Ohio. He received the 1999 Centennial Award for
Literature from the Philippines Cultural Center. His most recent books areBeyond Postcolonial Theory,From Exile to Diaspora,After
Postcolonialism, andRacism and Cultural Studies.
Study of women's stage play writers including their writings and history of women's drama.
In Things Fall Away, Neferti X. M. Tadiar offers a new paradigm for understanding politics and globalization. Her analysis illuminates both the
power of Filipino subaltern experience to shape social and economic realities and the critical role of the nation’s writers and poets in that
process. Through close readings of poems, short stories, and novels brought into conversation with scholarship in anthropology, sociology,
politics, and economics, Tadiar demonstrates how the devalued experiences of the Philippines’ vast subaltern populations—experiences that
“fall away” from the attention of mainstream and progressive accounts of the global capitalist present—help to create the material conditions
of social life that feminists, urban activists, and revolutionaries seek to transform. Reading these “fallout” experiences as vital yet overlooked
forms of political agency, Tadiar offers a new and provocative analysis of the unrecognized productive forces at work in global trends such as
the growth of migrant domestic labor, the emergence of postcolonial “civil society,” and the “democratization” of formerly authoritarian
nations. Tadiar treats the historical experiences articulated in feminist, urban protest, and revolutionary literatures of the 1960s–90s as
“cultural software” for the transformation of dominant social relations. She considers feminist literature in relation to the feminization of labor
in the 1970s, when between 300,000 and 500,000 prostitutes were working in the areas around U.S. military bases, and in the 1980s and
1990s, when more than five million Filipinas left the country to toil as maids, nannies, nurses, and sex workers. She reads urban protest
literature in relation to authoritarian modernization and crony capitalism, and she reevaluates revolutionary literature’s constructions of the
heroic revolutionary subject and the messianic masses, probing these social movements’ unexhausted cultural resources for radical change.
Sine Gabay contains a compilation of 100 Filipino films that Deocampo had featured in his numerous film screenings and lectures. Included
are titles of classic feature-length films like Bata, Bata. . . Paano Ka Ginawa?, Burlesk Queen, Himala, and Oro, Plata, Mata, as well as
documentaries, animation, experimental films, and even propaganda movies. The book serves as an excellent teaching module containing
valuable lessons and informational data about the chosen films. Listed inside are the films’ synopses, filmography, audience suitability and
MTRCB ratings, recommended study areas, guide questions, and a valuable resource of contacts where to rent, purchase, or borrow viewing
copies.
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Caught betwixt the Asian continent and the hegemonic power of the United States, the Philippines occupies a contested space or borderland
between past and present, East and West. Balancing the memory of colonial experience with an emergent nation-making dream, this
innovative book asks if a meaningful future can be envisioned.
These essays by Philippine and U.S.-based scholars illustrate the dynamism and complexities of the discursive field of Philippine studies as a
critique of vestiges of "universalist" (Western/hegemonic) paradigms; as an affirmation of "traditional" and "emergent" cultural practices; as a
site for new readings of "old" texts and "new" popular forms brought into the ambit of serious scholarship; and as a liberative space for new
art and literary genres.
Award-winning Filipino journalist Sheila S. Coronel says, “The engaging profiles in this book provide rare glimpses into the lives of some of
the most interesting individuals to have walked the stage of Philippine public life. Whether she's writing about Vilma Santos or Ryan
Cayabyab, Rosanna Roces or Rene Saguisag, Marra PL. Lanot tells it like it is. Through these essays, these people come alive—in human
dimension, not nobler or more colorful, but as they really are.”
Reel Women assembles an impressive list of more than 2,400 films that feature female protagonists. Each entry includes a brief description
of the film and cites key artistic personnel, particularly female directors, producers, and screenwriters involved in its production.
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